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Bitcoin Essentials

Gain insights into Bitcoin, a cryptocurrency and  
a powerful technology, to optimize your Bitcoin  
mining techniques
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About the Author

Albert Szmigielski is a thinker, a computing scientist, a software engineer, and a 
blockchain professional. He holds a BSc in Computer Science and an MSc in Digital 
Currency. He has been involved in a number of start-ups and software projects. He 
believes in a decentralized, distributed nature of storing information, and hence has 
an interest in Bitcoin and blockchain technology.

Albert is a researcher at CryptoIQ and a mentor at the Blockchain Institute.  
He frequently contributes to his blog at blog.cryptoIQ.ca.

I would like to thank Carla Miller for her support and general 
feedback. I would also like to thank my family; they give meaning to 
my life.
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Real-Time Litigation Alerts
  Keep your litigation team up-to-date with real-time  

alerts and advanced team management tools built for  
the enterprise, all while greatly reducing PACER spend.

  Our comprehensive service means we can handle Federal, 
State, and Administrative courts across the country.

Advanced Docket Research
  With over 230 million records, Docket Alarm’s cloud-native 

docket research platform finds what other services can’t. 
Coverage includes Federal, State, plus PTAB, TTAB, ITC  
and NLRB decisions, all in one place.
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with full text, pinpoint searching. Link to case law cited  
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Analytics At Your Fingertips
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always at your fingertips.
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knowing you’re on top of things.
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API
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integrate case filings into their apps.
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attorneys and clients with live data 
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